The group set itself the tasks of (1) agreeing on the basic formulas with which one designs (conceptually) a rree Electron Laser (rEL) ring, (2) making three examples employing these formulas, and (3) studying the performance of these rings under the assumption that they have been built and that there are operating parameters that can be varied.
the thought that out of thi s survey wi 11 come some generally interesting conceptual designs for fEL rings.
Although this group was able to produce only one example, it was a most interesting example. We have shown that a rEl ring designed for 500 Angstroms lasing appears to be within the capabilities of storage ring builders. The consequences of our example is commented upon, a bit, in Section III.
I. BASIC fORMULAS AND CONSTRAI~TS
The Working Group discussed at length the question of what set of relationships and constraints should be used to design a storage ring optimized for operation with a free-electron laser. The following collection of relations was taken largely from the papers of Krinsky and Madey at this workshop, but with significant modifications by the Working Group.
IA Storage Ring rormulas
The following formulas pertaining to the storage ring were adopted:
IA1 Emittanc e
The horizontal emittance is that of a storage ring made up of FOOO-type 1attices havi ng the same number of cell s generally have considerably larjer emittance (at any given beam energy). The minimum horizontal emittance possible in Chasman-Green lattice is:
where y is the electron beam energy in units of the rest mass. (o) ( 1.1)
IA2 Compaction Factor
The corresponding compaction factor in a Chasman-Green lattice is:
where pis the bendi n9 radi us in the bend magnets and R is the average radi us (c i rcumference/2lf).
IA3 Longitudinal Phase Space
The relation bet'fJeen rms bunch length (as) and rms fractional energf spread (DE/Eo) is determined by the dynamics of the RF buc ket
where Vs is the synchrotron tune (number of longitudinal phase oscillations per revolution). where his the RF harmonic number. VRF the peak RF vol tage. l'Ss the synchronous phase, and Eo the beam energy.
IA4 The Microwave Instability
At beam-current levels of interest to FEL operation, the energy spread, and, hence, the pul se 1en]th and peak current (Ip), are likelj to be determined by the microwave instability. The equilibrium condition is: The beam lifetime (cy) due to intra-beam scattering that leads to particles being knocked out of the KF bucket is given by the Touschek formula:
o e where ERF is the fractional Rf bucket half height.
ax I is the rms horizontal angular width.
N e = number of electrons per bunch.
( 1. 9) ( 1.10) ( loll) The beam lifetime due to scattering from the residual gas at a vacuum of p torr is approximately:
where b is the half-height (cm) of the chamber; <8> is the average value (meters) of the beta function in the plane corresponding to the limiting aperture, and 8max the maximum value (meters). where subscript e refers to the electron beam and subscript L refers to the optical mode.
IB4 Diffraction Limit
The minimum value of lin a wiggler of length L w is the diffraction limit:
I > 185 Energy-Spread Limitation for a given energy spread (0 E /E o ) in the electron beam, the proper phase relation between the electrons and the photons is effectively smeared out after Neff periods of the wiggler. In order to operate in the high-gain regime, the required value of Neff is defined by G(Neff) == 1.5.
IB6 Limitations on Transverse Velo~ities
(1.21) Because transverse vel oc iti es have phase-smeari ng effec ts similar to that due to energy spread, the transverse emittances are 1imited: 
II. AN EXAr~PLE
In examining the equations of Section I, we see illlnediatelj that there are more parameters than equations.
Thus, we can choose some of the variables "arbitrarily." Of course, we must choose "reasonab1e" values for these variables or we will obtain unreasonable values for some of the output parameters. Based upon its past experience, and fully aware that we were not producing an optimized ring, but only an "existence proof" example, the group made a number of arbitrary choices.
We consider a fEL lasing at 500 Angstroms:
We took the ring energy as 1 GEV:
We took the wiggler full gap as 1 inch: 9 = 2.5 cm.
We took the peak Rf voltage per turn as 1 million volts:
We took the ring in race track form and with two 20 meter straight sections. The average arc radius was taken (about) 10 meters:
We took the RF frequency to be 500 MHz, and hence:
The wiggl er was taken to pretty muc h fi 11 up one straight section: L w = 15 meters.
We took, on the basis of experience with modern rings, IIni/n = 2 Ohms. This value is small, but should be realizable. Application of this formula for IInl In is only valid if the bunch length is larger than the gap and we will have to check, later, that this is in fac t so.
The momentum compaction is, now, from equation 1.2: a = 2.57 X 10-2 (2.9) (2.10) Fi nally, \'Ie took tIle average current per bUr1crl to be 500 rnA which is large, but should be attainable: Hence, as = 3.9 cm which is comfortably larger than tne zero-current bunch length of 1.0 cm; i.e., there is significant "ounch lengthening."
Note, also, that as > g so we are self-consistent in using equation 2.8. Now from 1 0 and as, we can obtain the peak current: At this point, we can check that the Coulomb gas scattering 1i fetime and the Touse hek 1i fetime are suffie i ently long. We find, using equation 1.9, that the Touschek lifetime is 1.0 hour and that the gas scattering 1ifetime, at a pressure of 10-9 Torr, is much longer.
Thus, we have all the ingredients in the gain formula, equation Based upon the small amount of work which the group di d, it appears possible to design a FEL ring for A = 500 Angstroms. The electron-beam energy has not yet been optimized, but 1 GeV electrons seem adequate.
8ecause the performance is such a strong fUl1':tion of wavelength,~"e feel that such a complex will lI eas ily ll work at (say) 750 Angstroms.
After some operational experience is obtained, hopefully, one could get to 500 Angstroms.
Because the low harmonics of a PEL can be expected to be si gnificantly exci ted, one can obtai n coherent radi ati on down to (say) 100 Angstroms.
Note, however, that the power in these harmonics will be greatly reduced from that in the fundamental.
All-in-all the group was excited by the prospects of a VUV-fEL ri ng. 
